Applications in sealed cover are invited within **ten days from today** by the Registrar for “Construction of a 100 Rooms New Hostel Building on turn-key basis at S.N.Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences” from experienced, specially in high rise building, resourceful and reputed Public sector Undertakings (PSU) set up by Central or State Government to carry out Civil as well as Electrical works. Those who have been informed and responded need not apply. Above construction work shall be of Deposit type and the Agency should be answerable to any queries, clarifications, observations etc. etc. raised by Authorities of Audit (Central or State), Vigilance (of D.S.T or Central), Quality of work, mode of Bill Payment under the certification of work measurements etc. by you. This matter may be downloaded from web site: www.bose.res.in.

**Note:** Matter published in 1.ANANDABAZAR PATRIKA 2.TIMES OF INDIA (KOLKATA, BHUBANESWAR & PATNA) editions 3.SANMARG (Hindi)- Kolkata edition on 13th September, 2008.